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Abstract The Community Atmosphere Biosphere Land Exchange (CABLE) model is a third‐generation
land surface model (LSM). CABLE is commonly used as a stand‐alone LSM, coupled to the Australian
Community Climate and Earth Systems Simulator global climate model and coupled to the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model for regional applications. Here, we evaluate an updated version of
CABLE within a WRF physics ensemble over the COordinated Regional Downscaling EXperiment
(CORDEX) AustralAsia domain. The ensemble consists of different cumulus, radiation and planetary
boundary layer (PBL) schemes. Simulations are carried out within the NASA Uniﬁed WRF modeling
framework, NU‐WRF. Our analysis did not identify one conﬁguration that consistently performed the best
for all diagnostics and regions. Of the cumulus parameterizations the Grell‐Freitas cumulus scheme
consistently overpredicted precipitation, while the new Tiedtke scheme was the best in simulating the
timing of precipitation events. For the radiation schemes, the RRTMG radiation scheme had a general warm
bias. For the PBL schemes, the YSU scheme had a warm bias, and the MYJ PBL scheme a cool bias.
Results are strongly dependent on the region of interest, with the northern tropics and southwest Western
Australia being more sensitive to the choice of physics options compared to southeastern Australia which
showed less overall variation and overall better performance across the ensemble. Comparisons with
simulations using the Uniﬁed Noah LSM showed that CABLE in NU‐WRF has a more realistic simulation of
evapotranspiration when compared to GLEAM estimates.

1. Introduction
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Regional climate models (RCMs) are the ideal tool for investigating regional climate and extremes at spatial
scales more resolved than the typical global climate model. While several RCMs are available, the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008) has a large worldwide community and is
used for both operational purposes and research (Skamarock et al., 2019). A key advantage of WRF is the ability to conﬁgure different physical parameterizations to create physics ensembles (e.g., Evans et al., 2012). The
WRF model is modular by design. Indeed, there are several parameterization options available for radiation
(7), planetary boundary layer (13), cumulus convection (13), microphysics (22), and land surface (7) processes
leading to an excess of 180,000 possible conﬁgurations. However, a substantial limitation that arises from this
capability is that there is limited guidance on which combination of physical parameterizations are suitable
and whether there is a dependence on the climate regime of the simulated domain. Therefore, we examine
whether the physics conﬁguration is dependent on the regional climate regime and whether the same conﬁguration can be used for multiple purposes including the simulation of mean climate and extreme events.
There are enhanced versions of WRF intended for particular applications that may involve cyclone simulation, data assimilation, and coupled hydrological modeling. We use a version developed by the National
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) called the NASA‐Uniﬁed WRF (NU‐WRF) modeling system
(Peters‐Lidard et al., 2015) that enables the user to couple more sophisticated land surface schemes via the
NASA Land Information System (LIS; Kumar et al., 2006; Peters‐Lidard et al., 2007). Through NUWRF‐LIS
we have coupled the Community Atmosphere Biosphere Land Exchange (CABLE) land surface model
(LSM; Kowalczyk et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011).
CABLE simulates the ﬂuxes of energy, water, and carbon at the land surface, and in recent years, the model
has undergone signiﬁcant developments. These developments include new parameterizations around
photosynthetic (Haverd et al., 2018) and stomatal optimality theory (De Kauwe et al., 2015; Kala, De
Kauwe, et al., 2015), improvements in the representation of soil physics, soil moisture dynamics, and runoff
parameterization (Decker, 2015; Haverd et al., 2016), and a new soil evaporation parameterization (Decker,
Or, et al., 2017). Collectively, these process developments have all contributed to reducing the overestimation of evapotranspiration by CABLE. CABLE is also a key component of the Australian Community
Climate and Earth Systems Simulator (ACCESS; Bi et al., 2013; Law et al., 2017), which is a fully coupled
climate model used as part of the ﬁfth and sixth phases of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP). One of the main beneﬁts of using CABLE within NU‐WRF as compared to the more widely used
uniﬁed Noah LSM (Chen & Dudhia, 2001) is that these enhancements in CABLE are not available in the uniﬁed version of the Noah LSM. Hereafter, we refer to CABLE coupled to NU‐WRF as WRF‐LIS‐CABLE.
To date, testing of CABLE process improvements has only been in ofﬂine simulations at individual sites,
globally with prescribed meteorology from the Global Soil Wetness Project (Dirmeyer et al., 1999) and in
coupled land‐atmosphere simulations with CABLE coupled to the ACCESS model. For coupled regional
applications, previous work with WRF‐LIS‐CABLE used an older version of CABLE (version 1.4b), which
does not incorporate any of these recent developments. Additionally, these studies only focused on the
Austral summer period, as they investigated heat extremes (Hirsch, Kala, et al., 2014; Hirsch, Pitman,
Seneviratne, et al., 2014; Hirsch, Pitman, & Kala, 2014; Hirsch et al., 2015). Given the WRF model is well
documented to be highly sensitive to the choice of physical parameterizations (e.g., Evans et al., 2012;
Kala, De Kauwe, et al., 2015), and previous work with WRF‐LIS‐CABLE has been limited to four different
WRF conﬁgurations only, a comprehensive sensitivity analysis of the WRF model to different parameterization options for Australia is limited. Evans et al. (2012) is the only study to have conducted a real WRF physics ensemble, but only focused on extreme precipitation events over southeast Australia. The WRF
sensitivity analysis carried out by Kala, Andrys, et al. (2015) was not a complete ensemble and only focused
on southwest Western Australia. A comprehensive sensitivity analysis across the Australian continent has
therefore not been carried out to date.
This paper therefore evaluates WRF‐LIS‐CABLE using the latest developments in CABLE, and extends the
analysis to all seasons rather than just the Austral summer period. We also undertake a more in‐depth analysis of the performance of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE within an ensemble of model conﬁgurations/parameterization
options across the entire continent. Our overarching aim is to provide guidance on conﬁgurations of WRF‐
LIS‐CABLE that perform reasonably and would form a basis for future studies targeting speciﬁc
science questions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model Description
The version of CABLE used in this study is 2.3.4 (hereafter CABLEv2.3.4). A comprehensive description of
the earlier version of CABLE (version 1.4b) used in all previous work using WRF‐LIS‐CABLE can be found
in Kowalczyk et al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2011). The key differences between versions 1.4b and 2.3.4 as
used in this study are as follows: (i) a new stomatal conductance scheme with an explicit parameterization
of plant water use strategy by plant functional type (De Kauwe et al., 2015; Kala, De Kauwe, et al., 2015); (ii)
a groundwater model and subgrid‐scale runoff parameterization (Decker, 2015); and (iii) a new pore‐scale
model‐based formulation for soil evaporation (Decker, Or, et al., 2017). We note that we do not test these
new developments against the older version 1.4b in this manuscript as these new developments are the
new default settings for CABLE. Furthermore, the new stomatal conductance scheme has been tested ofﬂine
(De Kauwe et al., 2015) and in ACCESS (Kala, De Kauwe, et al., 2015), and the groundwater model and
subgrid‐scale runoff parameterization and new pore‐scale formulation for soil evaporation has been tested
HIRSCH ET AL.
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Figure 1. Simulation domain, (a) topography and (b) dominant land use category (1 = Evergreen needleleaf forest, 2 = evergreen broadleaf forest, 7 = Open shrublands, 8 = Woody Savanna, 9 = Savanna, 10 = Grassland, 12 = Cropland). The boxes in (a) denote the Tropics, South East Australia (SEA), and SouthWest Western
Australia (SWWA) regions.

ofﬂine (Decker 2015; Decker, Or, et al., 2017) and in WRF (Decker, Ma, et al., 2017). The focus of this work is
to test the sensitivity of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE to a collection of available atmospheric physics options in WRF.
Parameter data sets used by WRF‐LIS‐CABLE include the United States Geological Survey Global 30 arcsec
digital elevation (GTOPO30) data for describing surface elevation. Slope parameters required for the groundwater and subgrid‐scale runoff scheme use 1 km elevation data from GTOPO. A hybrid 16‐category soil texture map that describes the silt, clay, and sand fractions of each soil category is based on STATSGO/FAO
(PSU, 2006). Leaf area index (LAI) is prescribed in CABLE using monthly climatological values from the
MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Yuan et al., 2011). To obtain daily values a simple linear interpolation algorithm is applied within LIS. Vegetation is speciﬁed by the Terra‐MODIS sensor
based on the International Geosphere‐Biosphere Programme land classiﬁcation map (Friedl et al., 2002) that
has been modiﬁed to exclude permanent wetlands and cropland/natural vegetation mosaic. The vegetation
map is aggregated from a 1 km resolution to the model resolution to determine the grid cell fraction of each
vegetation class.
In this study, CABLEv2.3.4 was coupled to NU‐WRFv9‐3.9.1.1. NU‐WRF differs from standard WRF in several aspects. NU‐WRF allows a user to run their LSM ofﬂine using a variety of meteorological input forcings
for model spin‐up of land surface quantities, such as soil moisture and temperature, before running coupled
land‐atmosphere simulations. The ofﬂine spin‐up is carried out on the same computational domain used for
the coupled simulations, allowing for the best possible initial estimates of the land surface state (e.g., soil
moisture), and this has been shown to be critical in many regions for more accurate simulations
(Santanello, Peters‐Lidard, et al., 2013; Santanello, Kumar, et al., 2013), especially for warm extremes in
Australia (e.g., Hirsch, Kala, et al., 2014). NU‐WRF also includes several additional tools as plug‐ins via
LIS (Kumar et al., 2008), such as parameter estimation (e.g., Santanello, Kumar, et al., 2013), data assimilation (e.g., Kumar et al., 2018), and uncertainty analysis (e.g., Harrison et al., 2012), which are not routinely
available in standard WRF.
The computational domain is the COordinated Regional Downscaling EXperiment (CORDEX) AustralAsia
domain (spatial resolution of approximately 0.44°) illustrated in Figure 1 showing the model topography and
dominant land use categories. This domain was used to enable comparison of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE outputs to
existing CORDEX AustralAsia simulations using WRF (e.g., Di Virgilio et al., 2019) and to reduce the computational and storage costs associated with running ﬁner‐scale resolution domains.
In the model simulations, subgrid vegetation tiling was used with each grid cell having up to a maximum of
eight tiles. A minimum cutoff of 5% was imposed on the vegetation fraction for a given vegetation class to be
included. Coupled land‐atmosphere simulations were carried out over the period August 2008 to October
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Table 1
WRF Atmospheric Parameterization Schemes Tested in WRF‐LIS‐CABLE
Shortwave/Longwave radiation
Dudhia (Dudhia, 1989) /RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997)
RRTMG (Iacono et al., 2008)
New Goddard (Chou et al., 2001; Chou & Suarez, 1999)

Planetary boundary layer (PBL)

Cumulus

Yonsei University (YSU; Hong et al., 2006)
Mellor‐Yamada‐Janjic (MYJ; Janjic, 1996, 2002)
MYNN (Nakanishi & Niino, 2006, 2009)

Kain‐Fritsch (KF; Kain, 2004)
Betts‐Miller‐Janjic (BMJ; Janjic, 1994, 2000)
Grell‐Freitas (Grell & Freitas, 2014)
New Tiedtke (Zhang & Wang, 2017)

2010 with 6‐hourly lateral boundary conditions and sea surface temperatures from the ERA‐Interim
reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). This period corresponds to the termination of the Millennium drought in
Australia (van Dijk et al., 2013). This was chosen as it includes periods of extreme heat, dry as well as relatively wet conditions corresponding to the termination of the drought, allowing us to assess the relative
strengths of each conﬁguration under a range of extreme conditions.
Ofﬂine model spin‐up was carried out over a period of 4 years, starting in August 2004, with the Princeton
meteorological forcing at 3‐hourly frequency (Shefﬁeld et al., 2006), consistent with our previous work using
NU‐WRF (Hirsch, Kala, et al., 2014; Hirsch, Pitman, Seneviratne, et al., 2014; Hirsch, Pitman, & Kala, 2014;
Hirsch et al., 2015). We note that while it is theoretically possible to run the ofﬂine spin‐up with ERA‐
Interim, for consistency with the lateral boundary conditions used during the coupled simulation, 6‐hourly
meteorological forcings are not frequent enough for ofﬂine simulations, hence our choice of Princeton forcing. Additionally, the ﬁrst 2 months of the coupled simulations were not used to allow for sufﬁcient spin‐up
of the atmosphere.
To create a WRF physics ensemble, we choose a combination of options that are commonly used and combined these with several new schemes. All conﬁgurations are run with the WRF Single‐Moment 5‐class
(WSM5) microphysics scheme as it has ﬁve classes (cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and vapor) without
the added computation costs associated with double moment schemes. The ensemble consists of three
shortwave/longwave radiation, three planetary boundary layer (PBL) and four cumulus options, resulting
in a total of 36 coupled land‐atmosphere simulations, summarized in Table 1, and all simulations used
the same ofﬂine spin‐up. The selection of the WRF physics conﬁgurations is based on schemes that are often
used by the WRF user community (e.g., Cohen et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2012; Gbode et al., 2019) in addition
to some recent advanced schemes that are relatively efﬁcient without compromising on accuracy. The
Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) radiation scheme was also tested but found to produce signiﬁcant
cold temperature biases (> 5 °C) making this radiation scheme unsuitable for use with CABLE. Similar cold
biases were identiﬁed by Di Virgilio et al. (2019) over the CORDEX AustralAsia domain for ERA‐Interim driven simulations using WRF‐Noah with CAM radiation. We do not recommend using the CAM radiation
schemes for a Southern Hemisphere domain. Therefore, our analysis provides a large ensemble to identify
WRF physics conﬁgurations that perform reasonably with CABLE.
2.2. Observations and Statistical Methods
To evaluate the skill of the WRF‐LIS‐CABLE model simulations we use the Australian Gridded Climate
Data (AGCD) daily precipitation and temperature data sets (Jones et al., 2009) which have a spatial resolution of 0.05°. AGCD now comes with an error estimate based upon quality control information embedded
with the station level data on the Australian Data Archive for Meteorology. Regions where the station density is scarce over central and western Australia have been masked for the AGCD data according to King
et al. (2013). Further data sets used include the Global Land surface Evaporation: the Amsterdam
Methodology (GLEAM) data sets (Martens et al., 2017; Miralles et al., 2011), which has a resolution of
0.25°, to evaluate the simulation of daily latent heat ﬂuxes. To estimate the observational uncertainty in
the latent heat ﬂux, we also use estimates from van Dijk et al. (2018; hereafter vD18). vD18 is a daily
model‐data fusion product that assimilates satellite information into a hydrological model and is available
globally at 5‐km resolution. Both GLEAM and vD18 are model‐derived estimates of the latent heat ﬂux,
and therefore we also compare WRF‐LIS‐CABLE estimates to Australian ﬂux tower data (Beringer et al.,
2016) corresponding to the simulation period in the supporting information. However, there are limitations
to comparing 50‐km resolution WRF‐LIS‐CABLE outputs to station data. To enable direct comparison, we
interpolate all data sets to the model resolution using a ﬁrst‐order conservative remapping algorithm.
HIRSCH ET AL.
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To evaluate the simulation skill, we use the metrics of the International Land Model Benchmarking system
(Collier et al., 2018). This involves evaluating the simulation skill between the observational data (O) and the
model output (M) for different attributes of the simulated climate. These metrics include the relative bias to
evaluate the skill in simulating the variable amplitude:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



2
1
ϵbias ¼ M−O =
∑ Ot −O
(1)
N time
The relative root‐mean‐square error (RMSE) score, to evaluate the skill in capturing the temporal
variability is:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 
 2

2
1
1
ϵrmse ¼
∑ M t −M − Ot −O
∑ Ot −O
=
(2)
N time
N time
Note thatX denotes the time mean from either the observations or model output and N denotes the number of
days over which the calculation is made (e.g., 365 for annual; 90 for DJF). To compute normalized scores, ϵbias
and ϵrmse are passed through the exponential function such that the skill scores are within the interval [0 1]:
s ¼ e−ϵ

(3)

The phase shift in the annual or seasonal maxima is calculated as
sphase




1
2π ðmaxðM Þ−maxðOÞÞ
1 þ cos
¼
2
N

(4)

Note that max(X) is the day to which the maximum value occurs with N corresponding to the number of days
for the period of interest. The sbias, srmse, and sphase skill scores are evaluated at each grid cell (i,j) and aggregated to a ﬁeld scalar score using an area‐weighting approach. Finally, the spatial distribution skill score is
calculated as:


1 2
sdist ¼ 2ð1 þ RÞ= σ þ
(5)
σ
Where R is the spatial correlation between the time average of the observations and model output and σ is
the normalized standard deviation:
 
stdev M
 
σ¼
(6)
stdev O
By using both the spatial correlation and the normalized standard deviation in sdist skill is reduced when
either R or σ deviate from a value of 1. Note that sdist essentially measures the skill in capturing the maxima
and minima spatially, whereas sphase evaluates this from a temporal perspective.
These four skill scores are then combined as a weighted average to provide the overall skill score:


Soverall ¼ sbias þ 2×srmse þ sphase þ sdist =5

(7)

Where srmse is given a larger weight than the other skill metrics to emphasize its importance. To assist in
identifying the relative merits of a given physics conﬁguration, we present the relative skill scores which
have been calculated from the absolute values as:
Srelative ¼

Si−μ
σ

(8)

Where μ is the mean skill score across all physics conﬁgurations for a given variable and σ is the standard
deviation of the skill scores across all physics conﬁgurations for a given variable. Note that for all absolute
skill scores, values are within the interval of [0,1] however for the relative skill scores, values can exceed
±1. Note that values close to +1 are indicative of greater skill, values that are zero or negative indicate
poor skill.
HIRSCH ET AL.
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Table 2
The Subset of ETCCDI Extreme Indices Evaluated in This Paper
Name

Acronym

Description

5th percentile maximum Temperature
95th percentile maximum Temperature
Hottest day
5th percentile minimum Temperature
95th percentile minimum Temperature
Coldest night
Diurnal temperature range
Maximum 1‐day precipitation
Maximum consecutive 5‐day precipitation
Number of extreme wet days
Maximum dry spell length

TX5
TX95
TXx
TN5
TN95
TNn
DTR
RX1DAY
RX5DAY
R10mm
CDD

Over a given period, the 5th percentile of the daily maximum 2 m air temperature
Over a given period, the 95th percentile of the daily maximum 2 m air temperature
Maximum value of the daily maximum 2 m air temperature
Over a given period, the 5th percentile of the daily minimum 2 m air temperature
Over a given period, the 95th percentile of the daily minimum 2 m air temperature
Minimum value of the daily minimum 2 m air temperature
Difference between the daily maximum 2 m air temperature and daily minimum 2 m air temperature
Maximum 1‐day precipitation amount over a deﬁned period
5 consecutive day precipitation amounts. Maximum value of these 5‐day values
Number of days over a period when daily precipitation exceeds 10 mm
Maximum number of consecutive days with precipitation less than 1 mm/day

These skill scores are calculated for the variables: daily precipitation totals (PR), daily maximum 2 m air temperature (TX), daily minimum 2 m air temperature (TN), and daily mean latent heat ﬂux (QE) and aggregated to either annual or seasonal averages. Further spatial aggregation is carried out for three distinctive
regions of Australia that encapsulate different climatic regimes: tropical Australia, South East Australia
(SEA), and South West Western Australia (SWWA; Figure 1a).
In addition to evaluating simulation skill of annual and seasonal climate, we include 11 of the extremes
indices deﬁned by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI; https://www.climdex.org/learn/indices/) that can be derived from daily TX, TN, and precipitation (Table 2).

3. Results
Given the large size of the ensemble (36 members), we ﬁrst present a high‐level skill summary of the overall
and relative scores (equations (7) and (8)) over the entire simulation period October 2008 to October 2010
(excluding the spin‐up period). Based on this, we then show more detailed analyses of particular ensemble
members during periods of extreme heat, dry, and wet conditions.
3.1. Overall Relative Skill for Climate and Extremes
Figure 2 shows the overall relative skill score for precipitation (PR), maximum temperature (TX), minimum
temperature (TN), and latent heat ﬂux (QE), for each of the four seasons (DJF‐Austral summer, MAM‐
Autumn, JJA‐winter, SON‐spring), and annually. The scores are computed for three key regions: the
Tropics, southeast Australia (SEA), and Southwest West Western Australia (SWWA). Figure 3 is the same as
Figure 2, except that it shows results for the precipitation and temperature extremes deﬁned in Table 2.
Figure 2, shows overall that each variable has conﬁgurations that are more skillful than others. Examining
performance between the three PBL schemes, conﬁgurations using the YSU scheme tend to show poorer
performance (relative Soverall ~ < −0.6) as compared to MYJ and MYNN (relative Soverall ~ > +0.5), particularly for the summer months. This is also evident for TX95 (Figure 3). Between the four different cumulus
schemes, conﬁgurations using GF tend to have relatively poorer skill in simulating seasonal and annual precipitation totals and extreme precipitation compared to the KF, BMJ, and Tiedtke schemes. In particular,
time series analysis (Figure S1) revealed that the simulations using GF tend to trigger precipitation more frequently than the other schemes which also affects the land water balance, with corresponding higher estimates in the latent heat ﬂux coinciding with anomalously high‐precipitation events. From Figure 2, there
are ﬁve conﬁgurations that are, relatively, the least skillful, this includes all conﬁgurations with the YSU
PBL paired with RRTMG radiation (i.e., irrespective of the cumulus scheme) and the New Goddard
radiation/MYJ PBL/GF cumulus conﬁguration.
The absolute skill scores for climate (Figure S2) and extremes (Figure S3) show that overall, model performance for precipitation is often worse than maximum temperature, and minimum temperature generally
has better scores than maximum temperature. This is particularly evident in the extremes indices
(Figure S3). Poor performance in precipitation is also generally reﬂected by poor performance in the latent
heat ﬂux, which is also to be expected, as latent heating is inﬂuenced by the water availability supplied by
HIRSCH ET AL.
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Figure 2. Relative overall skill score for climate variables per successful physics conﬁguration evaluated according to
annual and seasonal means and aggregated over the three regions denoted in Figure 1. The absolute skill scores are
available in the supporting information. Interpretation: Green indicates relative high skill while red indicates relatively
poor skill. Note that evaluation of the latent heat ﬂux is against GLEAM.

precipitation (and vice versa). More speciﬁcally, Figure S2 reveals that most physics conﬁgurations have
more skill at simulating SEA seasonal and extreme temperatures (generally >0.6) as compared to the
Tropics (0.4–0.6). Model skill is also slightly higher (~0.1) for seasonal and extreme precipitation in SEA
than the Tropics. Corresponding ﬁgures of the components of the absolute skill score are available in the
supporting information (bias skill score sbias: Figure S4; RMSE score srmse Figure S5; and spatial
distribution score sdist Figure S6). These absolute skill scores reveal that many of the physics
conﬁgurations are comparable in skill. In particular, for precipitation sbias values are often >0.7 but srmse
values are 0.2–0.3 indicating that precipitation timing has a larger impact on simulation skill. In contrast
HIRSCH ET AL.
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Figure 3. As per Figure 2 but for the extremes indices described in Table 2 on an annual, rather than monthly, interval.

for TX and TN, most conﬁgurations have greater skill in simulating the daily variations for temperature than
precipitation (Figure 3). Incidentally, sdist in Figure S6 demonstrates that most conﬁgurations have higher
skill in capturing the spatial variability of all variables for SEA compared to the Tropics and SWWA. This
reﬂects the sensitivity of WRF to regions which experience markedly different climatology, that is,
tropical/monsoon for the Tropics and Mediterranean climates for SWWA (hot and dry summers and cool
and wet winters), versus SEA which does not have a distinct dry season as compared to SWWA and the
Tropics. This suggests that for analysis domains that include the Tropics or SWWA, greater care in the
selection of the WRF physics conﬁguration is necessary compared to domains that just focus over SEA.
To provide further guidance on the relative strengths of the different WRF physics conﬁgurations, we used
the relative skill metrics (Figures 2 and 3) to calculate the total score across all variables by either region,
HIRSCH ET AL.
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Table 3
Top Five Physics Conﬁgurations Determined by Summing the Relative Skill Scores by Region and the Whole of Australia, for
Climate or Extremes, and Both

Tropics

SEA

SWWA

Total

Climate

Extremes

Total

RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (17)
Dudhia/MYJ/NTiedtke (13)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (12)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (11)
NGoddard/MYJ/NTiedtke (10)
NGoddard/MYJ/KF (12)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (11)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (11)
Dudhia/MYJ/BMJ (10)
RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (9)
NGoddard/YSU/KF (14)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (12)
NGoddard/YSU/NTiedtke (12)
NGoddard/MYNN/KF (10)
RRTMG/MYNN/KF (7)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (28)
RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (26)
NGoddard/YSU/NTiedtke (25)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (24)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (23)

NGoddard/MYNN/KF (9)
Dudhia/MYNN/KF (8)
RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (6)
NGoddard/MYNN/BMJ (6)
Dudhia/MYNN/BMJ (5)
RRTMG/MYJ/KF (8)
NGoddard/MYJ/KF (8)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (7)
RRTMG/MYNN/KF (6)
RRTMG/MYNN/GF (5)
RRTMG/MYNN/KF (4)
RRTMG/MYJ/KF (4)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (4)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (4)
NGoddard/MYJ/NTiedtke (3)
RRTMG/MYNN/KF (15)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (13)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (12)
RRTMG/MYJ/KF (12)
RRTMG/MYNN/GF (11)

RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (23)
NGoddard/MYNN/KF (19)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (17)
Dudhia/MYNN/KF (17)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (14)
NGoddard/MYJ/KF (19)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (18)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (15)
RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (13)
RRTMG/MYNN/GF (12)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (16)
NGoddard/YSU/KF (15)
RRTMG/MYNN/KF (11)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (10)
RRTMG/MYJ/KF (9)
RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ (39)
RRTMG/MYNN/NTiedtke (37)
RRTMG/MYJ/NTiedtke (37)
Dudhia/MYJ/KF (36)
NGoddard/MYNN/KF (30)

Note. Conﬁgurations with the highest total relative skill score are listed ﬁrst with the score rounded to the nearest whole
number listed in brackets.

climate or extremes, and aggregating over both groups (Table 3). These revealed challenges to the
appropriate selection of a WRF physics conﬁguration depending on the intended purpose. In particular, if
the focus was on skillful simulation of climate, the same conﬁguration may not be as skillful at the
simulation of extremes. There were exceptions to this, with greater skill using the RRTMG/MYJ/New
Tiedtke conﬁguration for both climate and extremes over the Tropics. Similarly, the New Goddard/MYJ/
KF conﬁguration is skillful for both climate and extremes over SEA. Furthermore, there are regional
differences regarding skillful conﬁgurations. Rarely is there a conﬁguration that is highly skillful for both
the Tropics and SEA with the exception of the RRTMG/MYJ/BMJ for simulating climate but not
extremes. Therefore, in selecting a conﬁguration for a large domain that encompasses different climate
regimes, as is presented here, some trade‐off in skill is unavoidable.
3.2. Spatial Identiﬁcation of Systematic Biases
The skill assessment provides context on the relative performance of the different ensemble members; however, it is also necessary to identify any systematic biases in WRF‐LIS‐CABLE from both spatial and temporal perspectives. The simulation period was selected on the basis that there are several extreme events
to comprehensively evaluate the skill of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE. During 2009 to 2010, Australia experienced several extreme heat events (Burearu of Meteorology, 2009). Figure 4 illustrates the mean climate observed and
model bias over one of these extreme heat periods corresponding to January and February 2009. During this
period the monsoon was active over tropical Australia contributing to the larger mean daily precipitation
that, on average, was in excess of 10 mm/day (Figure 4a) with a corresponding large observational uncertainty (>5 mm/day) compared to the rest of the continent (Figure 4b). The ensemble mean precipitation bias
(Figure 4c) illustrates that WRF‐LIS‐CABLE has a systematic dry bias across tropical Australia of the order of
4 mm/day; however, the majority of ensemble members are within the observation error estimate
(Figure 4d). There are regions where few ensemble members are within the observational uncertainty.
For precipitation, these largely coincide with regions with low observational error (Figure 4b) such as southern Australia, where the precipitation bias is within 1 mm/day(Figure 4c). Most of Australia had a mean
daily maximum temperature in excess of 30 °C over the period (Figure 4e). WRF‐LIS‐CABLE has a persistent
hot bias of 2–5 °C over tropical Australia (Figure 4g). The hot bias coincides with the region where there was
a dry precipitation bias. The TX observational error is within 2 °C over most of Australia (Figure 4f) with the
hot bias over tropical Australia an attribute of nearly all ensemble members (Figure 4h). The corresponding
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Figure 4. Assessment of physics ensemble skill against the AGCD for a period of extreme heat during January‐February 2009. With the observed mean (a, e, and i),
observational error (b, f, and j), mean multiphysics bias (c, g, and k), and the fraction of ensemble members within the observational error (d, h, and l). For precipitation (PR, mm/day, a–d), daily maximum 2 m air temperature (TX, °C, e–h) and daily minimum 2 m air temperature (TN, °C, i–l).

results for TN also indicate that WRF‐LIS‐CABLE is too warm (~2 °C) over the Tropics during this period
(Figure 4k) and is also a persistent attribute of the ensemble (Figure~4l). There is a cool bias of 1–2 °C for
TX over southeastern Australia and TN over Western Australia. These regions with a cool temperature bias
over southeastern Australia coincide with regions with a slight wet bias in precipitation of ~1 mm/day.
In 2009, March to November was marked by extremely dry conditions across most of Australia (Figure 5a).
The ensemble mean bias is within 0.5 mm/day for most of Australia with the exception of Tasmania
(Figure 5c). Our results show that the diurnal temperature range for WRF‐LIS‐CABLE is too narrow particularly over eastern Australia during this period with a cool bias of 1–2 °C in TX (Figure 5g) and a warm bias
of 2 °C in TN (Figure 5k). For PR and TN, however, most WRF‐LIS‐CABLE ensemble members are within
the observational error (Figure 5d and 5l) while TX biases exceed the observational error (Figure 5h).
The beginning of 2010 saw the termination of the drought with extensive precipitation across most of SEA
(Figure 6a). Again, WRF‐LIS‐CABLE underpredicts precipitation amounts (2–4 mm/day, Figure 6c),
although the observational error was high (Figure 6b). TX (Figure 6g), and TN (Figure 6k) both have a warm
bias of 2–3 °C over Northern and Eastern Australia, whereas there was a cool bias 2–3 °C over
Western Australia.
The spatial analysis reveals that in general there is a systematic dry bias across all of the physics conﬁgurations. This may contribute to the warm temperature bias of the ensemble through decreased land water
availability that subsequently inﬂuences the surface energy partitioning. Further investigation of the cause
of the dry bias is presented in section 4.
3.3. Diagnosis of Bias Tendencies by Physics Parameterization
To highlight the role of different parameterization choices on the simulated climate, Figure 7 presents boxplots derived from the spatial distribution of the model biases for the three regions and climate variables.
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Figure 5. As per Figure 4 but for an example of extreme dry conditions over the period March to November 2009.

Each box represents the distribution of model biases for all ensemble members using a given
parameterization. For precipitation (Figures 7a–7c) it is evident that most conﬁgurations have a dry bias
(median ~ −0.2 mm/day) for all regions with the exception of those conﬁgurations using the GF cumulus
parameterization (median ~ +0.2 mm/day). Conﬁgurations using the New Tiedtke cumulus
parameterization appear to have the largest dry bias in the Tropics (median ~ −0.4 mm/day). The
precipitation bias is less skewed for conﬁgurations using the RRTMG radiation schemes over the Tropics
and SEA (median of 0 mm/day). The QE biases (Figure 7j–7l) reﬂect similar attributes as the precipitation
biases. Speciﬁcally, there was generally a negative QE bias (median of 2–8 mm/day) across the
parameterizations and regions. A slight positive QE bias for conﬁgurations using GF, the largest negative
bias when using the New Tiedtke (median of 6–8 mm/day) and less skewed biases for RRTMG (median
~0 mm/day). The TX and TN biases show a moderate response to the wet precipitation biases. In
particular, conﬁgurations using GF that have a wet precipitation bias and positive QE bias also have a
cool TX bias (median of 1–2 °C, Figures 7d–7f) and less skewed TN (median of 0–0.5 ˚C, Figures 7g–7i)
bias for all regions. However, in general across the conﬁgurations, there was a warm TX bias for the
Tropics (median ~1 °C, Figure 7d) and all regions have a warm TN bias (median 1–2 °C, Figures 7g–7i).
Conﬁgurations using the YSU PBL or RRTMG radiation tended to run warmer than conﬁgurations with
other PBL or radiation scheme choices. Conﬁgurations with the MYJ PBL scheme tend to have cool TX
bias (median of 1 °C) in the Tropics that appear independent of the precipitation and QE biases. The New
Goddard radiation scheme also has a cool bias for TX (median ~1 °C) in all regions. When integrated over
the entire simulation period, median biases are generally within an order of magnitude of zero for most
surface climate variables (e.g., precipitation, TX and TN) and regions. However, some of the physics
conﬁgurations tested here, as already noted, have a stronger bias tendency than others. Therefore, the
selection of the physics conﬁguration where possible should account for the potential that those with a
strong bias tendency may inﬂuence results. This is perhaps more important in selecting conﬁgurations for
running climate projections.
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Figure 6. As per Figure 4 but for an example of extreme wet conditions over SEA for the period January to March 2010.

3.4. Assessment of Temporal Variability
To demonstrate skill in the simulation of temporal variability, regionally aggregated time series of key variables for the Tropics (Figure 8) and SEA (Figure 9) are presented with the full ensemble as the gray shaded
region, and conﬁgurations with greater skill as colored lines. Precipitation time series show that some conﬁgurations are more skillful at simulating the timing of events. In particular, the GF scheme tended to have
more frequent precipitation events than the observations (Figure S1) and the New Tiedtke scheme was one
of the more accurate schemes regarding the timing of events but not necessarily the magnitude. This is consistent with Figure 7. TX and TN time series show that WRF‐LIS‐CABLE is skillful at capturing the variability of the observations. For TX more than TN, time series can vary from a positive to negative bias. Finally,
the QE time series are the most telling regarding sensitivity to choice of WRF physics conﬁguration with an
ensemble range of 50 W/m2 for the warmer months of the simulation period of both regions. Even the conﬁgurations considered more skillful overall are subject to signiﬁcant biases. For the Tropics, dry season QE is
overestimated and during the wet season underestimated. The peaks in QE often coincide with precipitation
events and then decay. For SEA, October to April QE is underestimated yet still responding to precipitation
events. It is worth acknowledging that gridded observational estimates of QE are themselves a model product. Therefore, to evaluate whether this has an impact on evaluating WRF‐LIS‐CABLE skill in simulating
QE, we also include estimates from vD18 in all QE time series. Estimates from vD18 are generally larger than
GLEAM on heavy precipitation days and decline faster than GLEAM on the days following these events.
However, both QE estimates suggested that while the revised hydrology of CABLE has addressed several
of the deﬁciencies of the old scheme, there remains a tendency to underpredict QE. As noted earlier, both
GLEAM and vD18 are model‐derived estimates of QE and therefore we provide a comparison of WRF‐
LIS‐CABLE QE estimates to six ﬂux tower sites that had data covering the simulation period. Generally,
WRF‐LIS‐CABLE can simulate the seasonality across the ﬂux tower sites, but as in the GLEAM and vD18
comparison, often underestimates the magnitude of the ﬂux. This is associated with differences between
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Figure 7. Boxplots of the ensemble bias for daily precipitation (PR, mm/day, a–c), daily maximum 2 m air temperature
2
(TX, °C, d–f), daily minimum 2 m air temperature (TN, °C, g–i), and daily mean latent heat ﬂux (QE, W/m , j–l). Each
box is constructed from all the conﬁgurations that use a given parameterization scheme. Split according to the regions:
Tropics (a, d, g, and j), SEA (b, e, h, and k), and SWWA (c, f, i, and l). Note that evaluation of the latent heat ﬂux is again
GLEAM.

the vegetation and soil characteristics of the model grid cell to which the ﬂux tower data are compared
among other factors.

4. Discussion
In this paper we have evaluated the simulation skill of a 36‐member ensemble of the WRF‐LIS‐CABLE
regional climate model over the CORDEX AustralAsia domain encompassing a variety of climate regimes
over the period October 2008 to October 2010 when several extreme events were experienced. The 36‐
member ensemble consists of different conﬁgurations of the WRF atmospheric parameterizations, with
the main aim to identify those conﬁgurations that are more skillful when run with the CABLE LSM. We
evaluate skill in simulating both temporal and spatial characteristics of Australian climate and extremes.
However, we identify systematic dry biases over the Tropics during the monsoon season for most conﬁgurations. In the following sections, we discuss the following: (i) the implications of this bias, (ii) potential
sources of bias, and (iii) a brief comparison between WRF‐LIS‐CABLE and existing CORDEX AustralAsia
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Figure 8. Area‐averaged time series from July 2009 to June 2010 over the Tropics region: Daily precipitation (PR, mm/
day, a), daily maximum 2 m air temperature (TX, °C, b), daily minimum 2 m air temperature (TN, °C, c), and daily
2
mean latent heat ﬂux (QE, W/m , d). For observations in black, physics ensemble range in gray shading and selection of
physics conﬁgurations with highest relative skill scores across both climate and extremes. To gauge the observational
uncertainty in QE, estimates from van Dijk et al. (2018) are also included as the dashed black line.

simulations using standard WRF with the Uniﬁed Noah LSM (hereafter referred to WRF‐Noah). Finally, we
provide a brief conclusion with recommendations on WRF conﬁgurations for use with CABLE.
4.1. Summary of Systematic Biases and Their Implications
Of the 36 ensemble members, the nine conﬁgurations using the GF cumulus scheme had a higher precipitation frequency than the observational record (Figure S1). As a consequence, these conﬁgurations do not
have the same systematic dry bias during the tropical monsoon season, as observed for the other conﬁgurations. Instead, this wet bias, contributes to a cool temperature bias. Therefore, it is likely that the GF conﬁgurations, avoided the dry bias for the wrong reasons, instead due to problems with the timing and magnitude
of precipitation events. Previous evaluations of the different cumulus parameterizations over North America
(e.g., Hu et al., 2018) also ﬁnd that the GF scheme is wetter than the other cumulus schemes that we have
tested. Note that the GF scheme performs better at ﬁner‐scale resolutions, as suggested by Fowler
et al. (2016).
Regarding the selection of the PBL scheme, the temperature biases (e.g., Figure 7) of the YSU (warm; N = 12)
and MYJ (cold; N = 12) conﬁgurations are broadly consistent with those reported by Cohen et al. (2015). The
warm bias of the YSU PBL scheme may be associated with deeper boundary layers that contributes to drier
conditions near the surface (Cohen et al., 2015). The MYNN conﬁgurations (N = 12) appear to have the least
skewed temperature biases. Despite the temperature biases showing sensitivity to PBL choice, when paired
with speciﬁc cumulus and radiation schemes, these biases are not detrimental to overall simulation skill. In
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Figure 9. As per Figure 8 but for South East Australia.

particular, one of the conﬁgurations that had a higher overall total skill score, the RRTMG radiation/MYJ
PBL/New Tiedtke cumulus scheme, uses physics that tend to have systematic biases (e.g., MYJ cold
temperature bias and New Tiedtke dry precipitation bias; Figure 7). Incidentally, this conﬁguration is also
the ﬁrst physics suite recommended on the WRF user community webpage (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/
wrf/users/ncar_convection_suite.php).
There are 27 conﬁgurations that had a systematic dry bias (5 mm/day) during the tropical monsoon season
that had subsequent consequences on the simulation of surface temperatures (+5 °C) due to the underprediction of latent heating (i.e., evaporative cooling). There are, however, legitimate concerns about what
implications these biases may have on subsequent research or climate adaptation planning because of the
impact this has on the predictability of heat extremes and their underlying mechanisms. Systematic evapotranspiration biases have been identiﬁed in ofﬂine models (e.g., Whitley et al., 2016) and in global coupled
models (e.g., Ukkola et al., 2018). Therefore, they are not likely to be speciﬁc to these simulations. However,
we do acknowledge that biases are likely to change for a different simulation domain, resolution, simulation
period, land cover scenario or boundary conditions. Should the same conﬁgurations be employed to downscale future climate projections or estimate the likelihood of particular climate extremes, these systematic
biases would likely have an impact on conclusions drawn from those simulations. Therefore, we recommend
future users of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE consider the potential inﬂuence of any systematic bias when interpreting
their results.
Most of the 36 ensemble members are comparable in the absolute skill scores for simulating the Australian
climate (Figure S2) with greater differentiation between the schemes when it comes to the simulation of
extremes (Figure S3). Therefore, it is recommended that conﬁguration selection occurs in the context of
the intended purpose.
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Figure 10. As per Figure 8 for the period August 2008 to July 2009, including the coupled spin‐up period, Tropical region
but comparing the CABLE hydrology schemes with the newer SSGW scheme (red), the older SOILSNOW scheme (blue),
and observed (black).

4.2. Potential Land Surface Limitations
Over the simulation period, WRF‐LIS‐CABLE has a persistent dry bias over the Tropics (5 mm/day;
Figure 4c) that propagates through the coupled model to contribute to the warm temperature bias via
the underestimation of the latent heat ﬂux. To establish whether this is a feature of coupling CABLE to
NUWRF, the one component that is common to all ensemble members, we tested two potential sources:
the ﬁrst is the CABLE soil hydrology and the second is the CABLE ofﬂine spinup length. The former provides a basis to compare the impact of the new hydrology in CABLE while the latter considers whether the
4‐year spin‐up period was sufﬁcient for the newer hydrology parameterizations.
4.2.1. Impact of CABLE Hydrology Conﬁguration
Recent developments of CABLE have signiﬁcantly improved the representation of soil hydrology (Decker,
2015; Decker, Or, et al., 2017), that has had an impact on simulated QE which forms one of the lower
boundary conditions for the WRF model. In particular, the new soil hydrology has improved problems with
excessive evapotranspiration (e.g., Decker, 2015) but this may contribute to the dry precipitation bias by
limiting the land surface moisture source to the atmosphere. Therefore, to examine whether this improvement in the soil hydrology has had an impact on the coupled simulations, we compare (Figure 10) two
simulations with the New Goddard radiation/MYNN PBL/BMJ cumulus conﬁguration but with different
soil hydrology schemes that either use the newer scheme (Subgrid Soil Ground Water: SSGW) or its
predecessor (SOILSNOW).
Clearly changes in the soil hydrology have the greatest impact on the simulation of land surface conditions
with signiﬁcant differences in QE (Figure 10d). In particular, SSGW has greater overall skill (Figure S8) in
QE (0.5–0.6 for SSGW compared to 0.35–0.55 for SOILSNOW). Although SOILSNOW appears to achieve
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Figure 11. As per Figure 8 for the period August 2008 to July 2009, including the coupled spin‐up period, for the Tropical
region but comparing a 4 year (red), 8 year (blue), and 30 year (green) ofﬂine spin‐up of CABLE to observations.

higher QE magnitudes (sbias of ~0.75 for SOILSNOW, ~0.65 for SSGW) the skill (relative to GLEAM) at
capturing the variability is considerably poorer (srmse of ~0.2 for SOILSNOW, ~0.4 for SSGW). The
differences in QE do have some impact on the surface climate. More speciﬁcally, for precipitation
(Figure 10a) SOILSNOW on occasion has considerably higher daily precipitation but still under predicts
observed values. The warm TX and TN biases (Figures 10b and 10c) are also not necessarily resolved by
changing to SOILSNOW. For SEA (not shown) the higher QE values often contribute to a cool TX bias.
Therefore, although the soil hydrology parameterization can have a considerable inﬂuence on the
simulated land surface conditions, the differences are not sufﬁcient to resolve the dry bias in the WRF‐
LIS‐CABLE simulations.
4.2.2. Impact of CABLE Ofﬂine Spin‐Up Length
Another potential source for the systematic model biases may stem from the initialization of the coupled
simulations where the ofﬂine spin‐up of 4 years covers the latter half of the Millennium Drought.
Certainly, emerging research on decadal predictability of mean temperature and precipitation indicates that
initializing coupled simulations during extended periods of extreme dry or wet conditions may have an
impact on skill in the ﬁrst few years (e.g., Liu et al., 2019). In particular, the groundwater scheme can take
longer to stabilize where the recharge rates can only be suitably estimated over a period that captures the
considerable climate variability of the region. Therefore, we conduct another two simulations with a longer
CABLE ofﬂine spin‐up of 8 and 30 years to evaluate whether the length of the ofﬂine spin‐up has an impact
on the coupled simulation skill. Here, we use the WRF atmospheric conﬁguration with RRTMG
radiation/MYJ PBL/New Tiedtke cumulus parameterization. Time series analysis (Figure 11) indicates that
there are subtle differences in QE with differences of order 1 W/m2 for the ﬁrst several months of the coupled
simulation period. After the ﬁrst 4 months the QE time series for both longer spin‐up simulations is
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smoother indicating that the land surface is less reactive to precipitation events. However, in the context of
the surface climate the impact of a longer CABLE ofﬂine spin‐up is marginal. At the peak of the monsoon
season, there remains a dry precipitation bias (~ 5 mm/day), although not always as dry as the 4‐year
spin‐up simulation. TX and TN biases (~2 °C) still reﬂect a close relationship to the QE biases (~25
W/m2), with warm biases coinciding with a negative QE bias and cool bias when there is a positive QE bias.
An examination of the skill metrics (Figure S9) also suggest that some skill improvement is possible but does
not resolve the dry precipitation bias over the tropics. Therefore, the CABLE ofﬂine spin‐up length is not
likely the main cause of the persistent dry bias but can contribute some skill improvement.
4.2.3. Other Potential Sources for Systematic Biases
Although limitations with the land surface representation remains a possible source for the systematic biases
we identify with WRF‐LIS‐CABLE, other sources cannot be excluded without further testing. In particular,
as the coupled simulations are initialized toward the end of an extended period of drought, the dry bias may
stem from the boundary conditions that establish the large‐scale synoptic features of the domain. To evaluate this, one could either test with a different data source for the boundary conditions or select a wetter time
period to run WRF‐LIS‐CABLE. Both of these are beyond the scope of the present study where the aim was
to evaluate the simulation skill of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE for a period coinciding with the termination of prolonged drought conditions.
Previous research suggests that the ability to simulate tropical climate is linked to the resolution of the model
and in our case, perhaps also the forcing data sets. Tropical cyclones and closed tropical low‐pressure systems make an important contribution to annual rainfall in northern Australia (Lavender & Abbs, 2013).
Previous research suggests there is a relationship between model spatial resolution and the simulated rate
of tropical cyclone formation (e.g., Walsh et al., 2013). More speciﬁcally, models with a ﬁner resolution
are able to better resolve the pattern of cyclone formation. This raises the possibility that the driving data,
which has a resolution of ~80 km, might not adequately capture aspects of these phenomena, such as their
frequency of occurrence, and this may also contribute to the dry patterns noted in this study. Furthermore, it
is unlikely that the resolution of our simulations (0.44°) is able to appropriately resolve the convective precipitation associated with these weather systems. However, the resolution of our simulations enables comparison to existing CORDEX simulations (see section 4.3) at a reasonable computational expense given
the large ensemble size.
The underestimation of monsoon season evapotranspiration (ET; Figure 8d) is not unique to WRF‐LIS‐
CABLE, and many daily ET data sets are model derivatives themselves (e.g., GLEAM and vD18). In particular, it appears to be a common feature of many different types of LSMs, particularly for tropical Savanna ecosystems (e.g., Whitley et al., 2016). More speciﬁcally, the underestimation of ET is mostly constrained to the
wet season and not the dry season (Figure 8d). Whitley et al. (2016) showed that ET biases resulted from deﬁciencies in the representation of seasonal variation in vegetation characteristics such as grass phenology and
rooting depth. This hypothesis has some credence as these are known limitations in the current representation of vegetation within CABLE (e.g., Whitley et al., 2016). Therefore, the systematic bias over the tropical
monsoon season likely stems partially from limitations in both the LSM CABLE and in the WRF physics
experimental setup. Further decomposition of the respective contributions will be the focus of
future research.
4.3. Comparison Between WRF‐LIS‐CABLE and WRF‐Noah
To provide context on the potential advantages of using WRF‐LIS‐CABLE we compare the output from three
of the tested conﬁgurations to existing simulations run with standard WRF with the Uniﬁed‐Noah LSM for
CORDEX AustralAsia (Di Virgilio et al., 2019). Both WRF‐LIS‐CABLE and WRF‐Noah simulations are run
on the CORDEX AustralAsia domain with the same ERA‐Interim boundary conditions. Note that here, the
same PBL, cumulus and radiation conﬁgurations are compared and only for the year 2009, the common period between both sets of simulation experiments. There are, however, a few differences between the WRF‐
LIS‐CABLE and WRF‐Noah experimental setups. The ﬁrst is in the WRF versions, 3.9.1.1. (WRF‐LIS‐
CABLE) and 3.6.0 (WRF‐Noah). Second are differences in the simulation setup. For WRF‐LIS‐CABLE, land
surface variables had a 4‐year ofﬂine spin‐up and a coupled atmospheric spin‐up of 2 months. In contrast for
WRF‐Noah, there is no ofﬂine spin‐up but the simulations start in 1980 and therefore the effective spin‐up is
comparatively longer. The third main difference concerns the microphysics parameterization, we use the
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Figure 12. Area‐averaged time series from January to December 2009 over the Tropics region: Daily precipitation (PR,
2
mm/day, a), daily maximum 2 m air temperature (TX, °C, b), daily mean latent heat ﬂux (QE, W/m , c), daily mean
2
2
sensible heat ﬂux (QH, W/m , d), and total column soil moisture (S, kg/m , e). Observations are in black for PR, TX, and
QE. Solid colored lines correspond to WRF‐LIS‐CABLE simulations and dashed lines correspond to WRF‐Noah simulations. Physics conﬁgurations are all with the Dudhia/RRTM radiation schemes and either MYJ‐KF (red), MYJ‐BMJ (blue),
or YSU‐KF (green) PBL/Cumulus scheme combinations. Note that the YSU‐KF conﬁgurations both use WSM5 microphysics. To gauge the observational uncertainty in QE, estimates from van Dijk et al. (2018) are also included as the dashed
black line.

WSM5 scheme for all WRF‐LIS‐CABLE simulations. For the WRF‐Noah simulations, two of the simulations
use the WRF Double Moment 5‐class (WDM5) while one uses WSM5 (with YSU PBL/KF cumulus). Note
that although key differences in the simulation setup exist between WRF‐LIS‐CABLE and WRF‐Noah,
this comparison provides a basis for the respective merits of each modeling system in the simulation of
Australian climate.
The impact of the LSM selection (Figure 12) is evident in both surface climate and land surface conditions.
Coincidentally, the precipitation rates from WRF‐Noah are considerably larger and not synchronized with
the observations. Maximum temperatures during March‐April (Figure 12b) show that WRF‐LIS‐CABLE
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has a warm bias, while WRF‐Noah has a cool bias but otherwise in the latter half of 2009 both LSMs show
similar biases. Perhaps the largest impact of the LSM is in the surface energy partitioning between latent
(QE) and sensible (QH) heating. In particular, WRF‐Noah consistently overpredicts QE (Figure 12c), with
subsequently lower estimates for QH (Figure 12d) that likely explains the cool temperature bias at the beginning of 2009 for the WRF‐Noah simulations. In contrast, WRF‐LIS‐CABLE simulations appear more skillful
in the estimation of QE, despite the underestimation during the wetter months. The total column soil moisture (S, Figure 12e) reveals that there is a stronger decrease over 2009 in WRF‐Noah than in WRF‐LIS‐
CABLE. WRF‐Noah soil moisture certainly shows more variability than WRF‐LIS‐CABLE; however, there
could be multiple reasons for this, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Overall, precipitation and latent
heat time series for the Tropics (Figures 12a and 12c) and also for SEA (Figure S10) suggest that WRF‐LIS‐
CABLE has superior skill over Australia. The skill metrics (Figure S11) also conﬁrm that WRF‐LIS‐CABLE
has greater skill than WRF‐Noah, particularly for the bias and RMSE skill scores associated with the simulation of precipitation and latent heating.
Given the excessive tropical wet season precipitation in WRF‐Noah this suggests that the dry bias observed
for WRF‐LIS‐CABLE is a symptom of two possible causes: (i) coupled initialization during a drought, and (ii)
land surface representation. While it is possible that the microphysics selection could also be a contributing
factor, we exclude this on the basis that the precipitation time series comparison (Figure 12a) suggests that
the impact of the LSM is greater than differences in the microphysics selection at the model resolution tested
here. Speciﬁcally, comparing the green conﬁgurations that use YSU PBL/KF cumulus/WSM5 microphysics
the difference between WRF‐LIS‐CABLE and WRF‐Noah are comparable to the difference between these
models where the microphysics also differs. Similar conclusions about the impact of microphysics selection
at resolutions >10 km also conclude that this has minimal impact on precipitation amounts compared to the
selection of PBL and cumulus parameterization schemes (e.g., Evans et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2018).

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated the simulation skill of a 36‐member ensemble with the WRF‐LIS‐CABLE
model covering the period October 2008 to October 2010. This period corresponds to the transition period
out of the Millennium Drought, which affected Eastern Australia during the 2000s, and was marked by several extreme events, providing a basis to evaluate the spatial and temporal skill of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE in the
context of both climate and extremes.
By varying the WRF atmospheric physics conﬁgurations we are able to provide recommendations on the
atmospheric physics conﬁguration of WRF‐LIS‐CABLE. Most simulations were comparable in their skill
with some notable exceptions. These include an overprediction of the precipitation frequency when using
the GF cumulus scheme, irrespective of which other physics parameterizations it is paired with. The New
Tiedtke scheme was one of the better cumulus schemes when it came to simulating precipitation timing.
Of the radiation schemes, RRTMG has a warm bias while the other two schemes (Dudhia and New
Goddard) did not have a signiﬁcant bias tendency. Regarding PBL choice, the YSU has a warm bias and
MYJ a cool bias, consistent with previous research. The choice of cumulus and radiation scheme to which
the PBL schemes are paired with can moderate these biases through their interaction. In particular, conﬁgurations using MYJ and RRTMG were often identiﬁed as top performers, perhaps because together their
opposing temperature bias tendencies canceled. Although we identify WRF physics conﬁgurations that have
a relatively higher skill, we see limited consistency in the selection of conﬁgurations across regions and
between climate versus extremes. This is likely due to challenges in capturing both the temporal variability
and magnitude of all of the variables examined here. For example, a conﬁguration may perform well at simulating extremes but not the climate due to a systematic bias. Finally, it is possible that should a different
domain, resolution or boundary conditions be used, these results may not apply. Future research, however,
can be informed by the results presented here, particularly on the potential trade‐offs in skill when selecting
particular conﬁgurations.
Simulations over tropical Australia and SWWA were generally less skillful than that over South East
Australia. This largely stems from a signiﬁcant dry bias during the monsoon season over tropical
Australia that leads to a hot temperature bias associated with the underestimation of latent cooling.
Further investigation of the dry bias demonstrated the limited role of the ofﬂine LSM spin‐up length and
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soil hydrology scheme. It is likely that the dry bias is a result of a combination of initializing the coupled
simulations during a period of extended drought, resolving tropical systems in the boundary conditions
and limitations in the representation of savanna ecosystems. Resolving this bias is the focus of future
research. Our results also highlight the sensitivity of WRF options in different regions of Australia. Future
studies focusing on the Tropics and SWWA should pay more attention to the choice of physics options as
compared to SEA. We also compared WRF‐LIS‐CABLE to existing WRF‐Noah simulations with the same
radiation/PBL/cumulus conﬁguration to provide context of the potential advantages of using WRF‐LIS‐
CABLE. These include (i) more realistic representation of evapotranspiration, and (ii) gains in computational efﬁciency through ofﬂine land surface spinup ideal for running case study simulations of extreme
events. This makes running WRF‐LIS‐CABLE a very attractive option to target further science questions,
especially those related to the role of groundwater, which is not resolved by the uniﬁed Noah model in
WRF but it is the Noah‐MP LSM.
Finally, our analysis does not clearly identify a single ideal best‐performing model conﬁguration of WRF‐
LIS‐CABLE for all regions and variables of interest. However, we have clearly demonstrated which WRF
physics conﬁgurations are likely to provide the best results for a given variable and region, and for extremes
versus mean climate. This in turn provides a basis for future studies to develop physics ensembles, depending on two key factors: (i) the region of interest within the CORDEX AustralAsia domain, and (ii) whether
the focus is the climate means or extremes or both, and this is highly valuable.
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